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1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to refine the investigation of the minimal 
parabolic system related to M,,, which was done by P. Rowley in [Ro]. 
Therefore, we will look at minimal parabolic systems {P, , P,, P, } for a 
group G = (P,, P,, Ps), such that: 
(i) S= fi:= 1 PiE Syl*(P,) forall 1 Qi<j<3, 
(ii) P,/O,( Pi) r S, for i= 1, 2, 3, 
(iii) p121~,(p,,) r L,(2), 
(iv) p13102UJl,) = S3 x S,, 
(v) P,,IO*(P,,) = s, 
(Pii= (Pi, P,) for 1 <i,jQ3). 
Under these hypotheses it follows from [Ro] that 1 S/O,(G)1 = 29 or 2”, 
and in both cases composition series for P,,/O,(G) and P,,/O,(G) are 
determined. 
For 1 S/O,(G)1 = 21° two examples are provided by the groups M,, and 
He (see [RS] ). For 1 S/0,( G)l = 29 an example is provided by an extension 
3’. Q,(2). Due to U. Meierfrankenfeld this can be realized in 3’.52(7, 3). 
However, we will give generators and relations for such a group in the 
sequel. 
On the other hand, we will prove the following 
THEOREM. Let ( P, , P2, P, > be the minimal parabolic system for a group 
G as above. Furthermore assume that O,(G) = 1. Then G z M,, or He if 
I S I = 2 lo and G E 37 . Sp6( 2) is uniquely determined if ) S 1 = 29. 
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For the proof of the theorem we will present a set of generators and find 
sufficiently many relations to define G. So, the last step in the proof is an 
application of the Todd-Coxeter algorithm showing the sufficiency of the 
set of relations in question. 
As usual we have a corollary about Tits geometries r of the corre- 
sponding type, i.e., geometries belonging to the diagram 
1 2 3 
A= w . 
(r, is the 3 fold cover of the Sp,(2) quadrangle.) 
For definitions concerning Tits geometries and for notations confer with 
[Ti, H]. 
COROLLARY. Let r be a residually connected Tits geometry with diagram 
A and flag transitive automorphism group G. Then r is defined by G, where 
G is one of the groups of the theorem. In particular r is simply connected. 
2. THE CASE ISI =2” 
Throughout let (P,, P,, P3} be a parabolic system satisfying the 
assumptions of the theorem. For this section assume also 
ISI =2’O. (2.1) 
Furthermore set 
Oi= 02tpi), 0, = O,( Pii) forall i,jE{l,2,3}, (2.2 
H=O,,nO,,, (2.3 
Q = co,3 f-l 023)(o13 n O,,). (2.4 
By hypothesis P,/O,, % S, x Z,. Let o’z be the inverse image of 
Z(P,/O,,) and set 
H,=O,nO,,, (2.5) 
R = core., H,, (2.6) 
T= Co,2V’12 ). (2.7) 
In accordance with the analysis in [Ro] we have the diagram of 
subgroups of S shown in Scheme 1. 
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SCHEME 1 
LEMMA 1. (i) O,, r E,, is an irreducible P,,/O,,-module. 
(ii) 0,JR and R/T are non-trivial P,,JO,,-modules. 
Proof: See [Ro]. 
LEMMA 2. (i) P,, is a split extension P,, = O,, M P,,, P,, z 3,. 
(ii) The action of P,, on O,, is uniquely determined. 
Proof: (i) Set p,, = P,,/O,,. Let z E P,,, o(z) = 3, such that Z E Z(P,,‘). 
As (2) 4 Pm C,,,(Z) is a z-module. By Lemma 1 (i) we have 
c,,,m = 02, 0 r 1. In the first case O,, is an irreducible module for 
Pz3/(5) z S, of dimension 6, which is impossible. Hence, z acts without 
fixpoints on OzX, and it follows at once, that a Sylow 2-subgroup g of 
N,,,,( (z)) is a complement of Oz3 such that (O,, xl 3) E SyZ,(P,,). There- 
fore, there exists a complement ii,, by a theorem of Gaschtitz. 
(ii) Let P,, be a complement as above and ZE Z(&)\( 1 }. Then 
vviv:= = 1 for all v E O,, as z acts without fixpoints on O,, Identifying (z) 
with GF(4)* we may therefore consider O,, as a 3 dimensional vector 
space over GF(4). Furthermore, as z E Z(& ), we may consider 
P;,/(z) z A, in its action on O,, as a subgroup of G&(4). Finally, 
z’=z-’ for tc p,,\P;, shows that P,,/(z) acts as a subgroup of TL,(4) 
on Oz3. By [A], p,,/(z) is a maximal subgroup of TL,(4) and up to 
conjugacy uniquely determined. Hence, the structure of O,, as a a,,-module 
is uniquely determined. 
By the previous lemma we may identify O,, z GF(2)6 and ij,, 5 G&(2), 
using the following generators (compare with [Ro, pp. 421): 
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023 = (Zl, Z3,Z4,& VT, w’z’), where z, = (1, l,O, 0, 1, 1) 
z3 = (1, 1, 1, LO, 0) 
24 = (LO, 1, 1, LO) 
(2.8) 
ll = Cl,% 0, 0, 1, 0) 
npr =(l,O, l,O,O,O) 
7cp’5’ = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1) 
pz3 = (Y, 6, a, 8, a, b), where 
(J=(; A), -=(; :), m2=(: ;).) 
(2.9) 
We may assume that 
(2.10) 
LEMMA 3. (i) Z(S)= T= (zI) 
(ii) R= (z,, z3, z4, 6). 
Proof: (i) Follows from Z(S) E C,,,(y) n C,,,(a) n C,,,(fl) = (zl ). 
(ii) First, we have (Tp3)=(z1,z3), H~R=((z,,z,)~~)= 
(zI,z3,z4), 013n023=((HnR)P3)=(z,,~3r~4,~,n,utz). From Hn 
R<H<O,,nO,, and H c~ P, we deduce H=(z,,z3,z4,x). 
Furthermore, 0, = ( Oz3, 6 ) and CazlH(crb) = (8) implies H, = (H, 6 ) 
and we infer that R = (H n R, 6 ) or R = (H n R, rc8 ). But in the last case 
T-c 9, (R) < R, contradicting Lemma 1 (ii). 
481:142/l-13 
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LEMMA 4. P,, is a split extension R ~1 PI,, where P,, E E, xl L,(2) is the 
stabilizer of z1 in CL(R). 
Proof By Lemma 1 (ii) and Lemma 3 (i) it only remains to show that 
the extension splits. Therefore, it suffices to determine a complement of R 
in S. But, for example (71, rcpr, rcp’z’, ~6, a, B) is such a complement. 
We may now start to construct a set of generators and relations for G. 
For this purpose we begin with such a set for the group P,,. For 
convenience we use a description of P,, as given in [He] and find the 
following set (Rl ) of defining relations: 
P,,= (z*,zz, Z3,Z4r xc, 7,7', PL, P', A P, u I W ) > 
T= (z, > 
R= (z,, ~2, ~3, ~4) 
O,,= cz,, z2, z3, z4, 71, 7, 7'> 
s= o,, . (7lp7, np'z', d) 
PI = (X u> 
p2=<s?P) 
(2.11) 
- 2- 2- 2- 2- 2- 2- f2=1 zl-z2-z3-z4-7z -7 -7 ) 
[(Z,~Z2.Z3~Z4)r (Z1,z2,Z3,Z4)]=[(71,7,7'),(~,7,7')]=1, 
CZI > nl = cz,, xl = cz,, nl = 1, cz2, nl = ZI, 
cz, > 71= cz,, 71= cz,, 71= 1, cz4,71=z1, 
.cz,, 7']= [z,,z']= 1, [z,, 7']= [z4,7']=z,, 
(7cp7)2=(71p'7')2= (7cA)‘= 1, 
[7cp7, 7cp't']= [np7, 77ri]= 1, [7c$t', 7cA]=7Lp7, 
C(z l,Zj,Z4, 77, T), 7cp7]= 1,z;~r=zzz3, (7')XflT=n7', (RI) 
C(z l,Zj,Z4, 77,7'), 7cp'7']= lrZ;~“‘=Z2Z3Zq, 7n~'r'=7(7, 
c<z*,zz,z3, 7t, t), 7cnn] = 1, zqnA=z3zq, (t'p. 77', 
P3= c<z,,z,, n),P]=l,z;= z,,z~=z,z,, 7"=77', (7')0=7, 
(7cp7)~ = 7cp77cp'7', (np't')P= 7cp7, p =p-', 
u3= [(z,,z3,7'),u]= 1,z;= Z2Z3Z4rZqU=Z2Z3,77u=7,7U=7r7, 
(7cpTy= 772, (7rny= np77d, u@'= u-', 
&7du2np'7')3= 1. 
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We show next that our previous notation for O,, in (2.8) is consistent 
with (2.11): 
LEMMA 5. O,,= (z,,z~,z~,x,~~,~'z'). 
Proof: By [He, (2.2)] the only elementary abelian subgroups of order 
26 in S are (z,, z3, z4, rr, pr, ,u‘z’) and (z,, z3, rc, p, r, A). Hence, the 
assertion follows from 1 R n O,, 1 = 23. 
LEMMA 6. There exists a complement p,, = (y, 6, CI, b, 6, a> of O,, in 
P,,, whose action on O,, is given by (2.8) and (2.9). 
Proof It suffices to show, that every matrix in (2.9) represents the 
action of some element in P,, on O,,, where we use the identification given 
in (2.8). For y, 6, TV, 8, and b the elements z2r, z2, rc1, zz’, and rcAp satisfy 
respectively our needs. 
Let P,, = P,,/O,, 5 GL(O,,). By [Ro, (2.2)] P, = C,(y). Therefore, we 
may interpret E as a subgroup of L,(2). Hence either the matrix a or the 
matrix 
0 I I 
( ! 
0 I 0 
I z 0 
represents the action of some element in P,\S. But in the second case 
(zl ) u ( P,z, P,, ) = G, a contradiction. 
Let x E P,, o(x) = 3, such that [x, u] = 1. From now on, let p,, be 
always a complement of O,, in P,, containing such an x. Furthermore y, 
6, c(, b, a, b denote the elements of P,,, whose action on O,, is given by 
(2.8) and (2.9). 
LEMMA 7. Without loss x = (fla)yd’. 
ProoJ: By the structure of P, = P,, n P,, we may assume that 
x E (Pa) <ya,a). But [x, u] = 1 implies (rtp’z’)‘* = (rc$~‘)-‘~. A straight- 
forward calculation shows, that this is only possible with x = (pa)@. 
The last lemma gives the following relations: 
z;=z,, z; = z1 z3, z; = z3z4”(7cpT), n” = npr, 
(nptr)" = 7c7yT, (7c/d5')x = z, Z37c$T'. 
WI 
LEMMA 8. Without loss x1’ = x ~ ‘. 
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Proof: Let rE O,, such that x” = x2r. Then x2r = xr’ = xUr’ = xr” = 
(x2r)U = x2r” shows that r E C,,,(u) = (z,, z3 ), A simple calculations shows 
that x = x~‘~ = (x2r)T’ = xrXzrr” implies r E ( z3 ). Finally, if x” = x2zj, then 
(x2))” = (xz3)’ and we may switch to the complement is;:, as z3 E C(U). 
From now on we assume throughout: 
x3= 1, [x, U] = 1, xT’=x-‘. (R3) 
LEMMA 9. z’; = z2 dz 1 z3, T* = d. 
Proof: z;= (z~z~)~-‘= (z~z~)~‘= (z,z,~~z)~=z~z7z~z~z~ 
TX = 7y = &U CT (npT)” = 712. 
The purpose of the next lemma is to determine the elements of P,, n P, 
in terms of the generators in (2.11). 
LEMMA 10. There exists i, j, k E (0, l}, such that: 
(i) ~=z,zz~(z,z,~~)‘+~ 
(ii) y~=rz(z/;7~‘+~ 
(iii) /I$ = ~‘(z,z~z~~z)~ 
(iv) ab=pz~+‘(71~~r)l+~(71~‘~‘)‘+~+~. 
Proof: Set y =z2 vlr y6 = vz, /?$ = ?r3, and crb =pr, with riE O,, 
(i = 1, . . . . 4). Straightforward calculations show: 
(1) y2 = 1 and yX = y implies (i). 
(2) (/$JS)~ = 1, (/~?ys)~ = xfl$, and ySya = y implies (iii). 
(3) (YS)~ = 1 and (~6)~~~ = (YS)~ = y6 implies (ii). 
(4) c( = ($)“= “AZ~(Z,ZJk (7cpT)l+~. 
(5) (czb)3 = 1, (Mb)= = (ctb)“, and (fi~6)=~ = y6 implies (iv). 
LEMMA 11. For fixed i, j, k E { 0, 1 ] let Ppk’ denote the group generated 
by the elements in (i), . . . . (iv) of Lemma 10. Similarly, let pyk” be defined 
for some other triple i’, j’, k’ E { 0, 1 }. Then pykl is conjugate to f’yk” under 
C,,,((x)) ifk=k’. 
Proof: An easy calculation shows that C,,,( (x)) = (z1z3zqn, zlrc~‘r’) 
acts transitively on the groups {pyk) 1 i,j E (0, 1 } } for a fixed k. 
We are now in a position to prove the theorem in the case I SI = 21°. By 
Lemma 11 we may assume that one of the following set of relations hold 
(specifying i = 1, j = 0): 
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(px)12 = 1, [(px)“, (d, 7, t’, p, x)] = 1, ((px)“)“” = (px))“. (R4,) 
1 
(pz47rp’7’x)12 = 1, ((pz4n/d7’x)4)=*7zl = (pz47cp’7’x)-4, 
[(pz47cp’7’x)4, (7-dz1z3, 7z3, 7’z1z3z4n, pz47cp’7’, x)] = 1. 
(R41) 
Define Gk = (zi , . . . . 4p, u,xl(Rl), (R2), (R3), (R4,)) for ke (0, 11. An 
application of the Todd-Coxeter algorithm yields 
i 
1771 if k=O 
I Gk : f’23 I = 29155 if k= 1. 
Obviously this proves our assertion. 
3. THE CASE ISI =29 
For this section {Pi, P,, P3} is a parabolic system as in the theorem, 
such that I SI = 29. Define the groups Oi, O,, H, Q, d,, H,, R as in 
Section 2. Then we obtain the same diagram of subgroups of S with T= 1. 
LEMMA 1. (i) O,, involves an irrducible P,,/O,,-module of dimension 4. 
(ii) O,,JR and RjT are non-trivial P,,/O,,-modules. 
Proof: See [Ro]. 
LEMMA 2. O,, is elementary abelian. 
Proof. Suppose the assertion is false. Then, as P12/O12z L,(2) acts 
non-trivialy on E= (x2 1 x E O,,}, we have at once that E= R. Hence 
O,,lR and R are isomorphic P,,/O,,-modules. But this contradicts the 
structure of O,, as described by the diagram of subgroups of S. 
LEMMA 3. (i) @(O,,)= 1 
(ii) I Z(S)1 = 4. 
Proof: (i) Suppose to the contrary that I @(O,,)l = 2. If O,, is 
abelian, we conclude S, 6 Aut(O,,), contradicting Lemma 1. Therefore, 
@(O,,) = Z(O,,) = corep,( H n R). But this is a contradiction with 
core,,(Hn R) -5 P,. 
(ii) From the action of P,, on O,, we conclude at once that 
[Z(S)1 <4. From H<Z(O,,O,,), lS:O,,O,,I =2 and IHI =23 we 
obtain I C,(S)1 2 4, yielding the assertion. 
LEMMA 4. (i) P,, is a split extension Q23 A P,, , p,, E 3,. 
(ii) IG,,(P23)l = 2. 
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Proof: (i) Obviously, S is generated by involutions. Let I be an 
involution in SO,, O,, . Furthermore, let t be an involution in O,,\H,, 
such that t’r 4 H,. Finally, let D be an involution in R\(Hn R), such that 
[o, I] = 1. Then (a, r, 1) is a complement of O,, in S. By a theorem of 
Gaschiitz the lemma follows. 
(ii) Suppose false. Then [Oz3, P,,] # O,,. But by Lemma 3(ii) we 
have 02) = ( Z(S)P2)). Therefore, CO,,, P,,] possesses a complement C in 
P,, by a theorem of Gaschtitz. Obviously 1 # Cn O,, < C,,,(P,,), a 
contradiction. 
If P,, acts indecomposably on Oz3, the action is uniquely determined. In 
this case P23/Z(P;3) is isomorphic to one of the maximal parabolic sub- 
groups of Sps(2), and we may assume that P,, is generated by the 
following set of generators and relations (Rl) (compare with [Ya, pp. 3381): 
P,, = (u,, ~2, . . . . ~9, ~2, w3I(Rl)) (3.1) 
cuf=l (161’69) [ui,ujJ=l (4~i,jd9),(u,u,)2=u2, 
c”,, c”4, uS, u6, u9 >] = l, u;’ = u4u7, u;’ = uSu6u8, 
[u,, (US, u6, u7, US)] = 1, u~=&,us, uF=u7u8u9, 
w; = w: = (w* w3)12 = 1, (w2u3)3 = (w3u9)3 = 1, 
WI 
C(U,? u7),w2]=1,u~=u2,u~=u5,u;;‘2=u9, 
C(%> Ul? 245, u,), Wj] = 1, uy = uq, u;j = 2.47, 
[(w2w3)4> c”,, u2~ u4. u5> U6r U3U7r u7”8, uX”9)1 = l, 
((w2w3)4p= ((w,w3)4)w*= ((w2w3)4)w,= (w2w3)-4. 
From the relations we infer 
O23 = (u,, u2, u4, u59 4 > 
S = O23 ’ c”3> u7, #8, u9 > 
p2 = (S, w2 > 
p3 =(S,w,) 
H = (~4, ~5, ~6) 
Hn R= (u,, us) 
62 = O23 ’ c”7 > 
Ho = (~4, ~5, ~6, u,) 
O12 = (u,, u5, u6, u7, US, u9 >. 
(3.2) 
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The next lemma shows that the action of P,, on O,, is indeed indecom- 
posably. So we will assume throughout that (3.1) and (3.2) hold. 
LEMMA 5. O,, is an indecornposable P13-module. 
Proof Suppose false. Then P13 would be defined by the relations (RI ) 
subject only to the substitution us ‘I = u5 us. But these relations contradict 
the action of (u,, uz) O,,/O,, = O,(P,/O,,) on (u,, us) R/R. 
LEMMA 6. P,, is a split extension P,, = O,, >a P,,, p,, 2 L,(2). 
Proof. The assertion follows by a theorem of Gaschiitz, as O,, 
possesses the complement ( ul, u2, u3 ) in S. 
LEMMA 7. Without loss R= (u,, u5, u,). 
Proof: As HCT R < R < H, and R # H, we conclude from (3.2) that 
R = (u,, us, u7) or R= (u,, u5, ugt.47). But looking at (Rl), we see that u, 
and u6u, may be interchanged without affecting the relations by 
simultaneously interchanging u3 by u6u3, us by u6ug, ug by u6ug, w2 by 
w6w2 and \v3 by u6w,. 
So, from now on we will always assume that 
R=<u,,u,,u,). (3.3) 
. 
Choose x in P,, o(x) = 3, such that [ug w3, x] = 1: Let ii,, always be a 
complement of 012 in P,2 containing such an x. Let iii, i&, ii,, ~,EH,~, 
such that ii,u,, . . . . @,w,EO,,. We will identify P,2~GL(012) and obtain 
the following matrices with respect o the basis { u5, u4, u,, u6, us, ug > :
1 
1 
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Let GI EB,,, such that GI corresponds to the matrix 




1 Kl, = 
tl 1 
\” l 
\ a LY 1 I 
for some a E (0, 1 }. For CI = 1 we may interchange us by u5ug, ug by u4ug 
and w3 by u6w3 (without affecting (Rl). Therefore, we may assume 
a: = 1, [ (Ug ) Ug ), Gr] = 1,z.Q = a,, 24:’ = Us. WI 
LEMMA 8. Without loss x = ii, G1. 
Proof As x or xP’ belongs to (ii1 EI )<‘** @>, we can infer the assertion 
from ux(wu9) =u(“‘u9)~ 
9 9 . 
LEMMA 9. Without loss x”’ = x ~ ‘. 
Proof Let rE O,, such that xUl = x2r. Then x2r = xul = x~“+~ = 
X ulWu9 = (x3.)Wu9 = x2rWu9 shows that rE Co2,(w3u9) = (u,, u6, us). A 
simple calculation shows that x = x 4 = (x2r)‘l = xrX2rru1 implies r E (usus ). 
Finally, if x”’ = x2u5us, then (x”~“~)~’ = (xU5U8)2 and we may switch to the 
complement P;p, as ~~2.4~~ C(w,u,). 
So, we assume from now on 
x3= 1, _ - x=u,w,, cx, u9w31= 1, p =x-I (3.5) 
LEMMA 10. There existsj,, j2, 1, E (0, 1 }, such that: 
6) ii, = u1u:’ 
(ii) ii, = u u~~ ui2ui~ fJ2 24 5 6 
(iii) h il ii +h ii, = u3u5 u, 248 
(iv) fi2 = ~~(~~24~)” ~(~~24~)~‘~~~. 
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ProojI As ziT=ii:=ii:=$= 1, we may assume 
u, = u,u~u;‘u~u$” 
ii2 = u*u~@u~u~ 
kl kz kj k4 
ii,=u,u, us 24, us 
I%, = w3(uqug)~~ u$d$yu,u,p, 
where all exponents are in (0, 1 }. We obtain the following restrictions for 
the exponents: 
(1) - - - * yields i,=j,=O u~u~=u~u~ 
(2) (ii,fi,)*=& yields k3=j,, i,+k,+k,=j,, k,=j, 
(3) iiy=iil yields i,=j,+I,,i,=j,+1,,i,=j,+1, 
(4) (E’zfi,)3 = 1 yields I, = k,, I, = k, + k,. 
(5) We have @ = U$W9)2(dlfil)~l = U~~“,(M.3U9)2h = u~3U9?fil = $1 = u2, 
as i, = 0. This implies ii:’ = i&, yielding k, = 0, j, = k,. 
(6) By (3.5) we have (@,fil)U1=(@,ii1)2i1, yielding i,=i,=O. 
All conclusions together give the assertion. 
LEMMA 11. Without loss, we may assume that j, = 1, = 0. 
Proof: This follows at once from the action of C,,,(@, ii, ) = ( u5, ug ) 
on the set of possible tuples (ii,, ii,, ii,, E2). 
Therefore, we may 
hold: 
assume, that one of the following set of relations 
[a,, w31= 1, 
f [El, w,l= 1, 
(k,w,)3= 1, Q=u*, (u,+‘,)~ = 1. (R3,) 
(6’lw,u,u,u,)3= 1, 
-\1 - (R31) 
I( u3u5ug)~’ = uzugug, (u,usW,)‘= 1. 
LEMMA 12. Set G,= (u,, . . . . ug, “21,, w2, w31(R1), (R2), (R3,)) and 
G, = (u,, . . . . ~9, $1, ~2, w3 [(Rl), (R2), (R3,)). Then G,rG,. 
Proof: Substituting the generator E, by @iu, gives a transformation of 
(R3,) to (R3,), without affecting (Rl) and (R2). 
We are now in a position to prove the theorem in the case 1 S ( = 29. 
First, we show that G, (as defined above) yields indeed an example with 
G, E 3’. Q,(2). We remark that (7, = G,/( ((w~w~)~)~~) g Q,(2) (see 
[Ya, Prop. 21). In particular P,s P, (1 < i< 3), P,,/O,, z H,,/O,, z L,(2) 
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and P,JO,, z rj,,/o,,, g S, x S3. An application of the Todd-Coxeter 
algorithm yields 1 G,: (u,, . . . . ug, w*, wj ) I = 3* ‘7. Hence P,,/O,, E 3, 
and /G,j =3’.)Sp6(2)1 (otherwise we would have (w,w,)~=~ and 
G,, E Q,(2), contradicting 1 G,: P,, I = 3’. 7). As all relations in (Rl), (R2), 
and (R3,) are consequences of our general hypothesis the theorem follows 
if we can show that V= (((w*w~)~)~~) possesses no non-trivial G, 
invariant subgroup. Suppose N is such a group. As 7 does not divide not 
the order of GL, (3), we have 1 N) = 3 or 36. In the second case Go/N would 
be a central extension of Sp,(2)(hence split), contradicting the structure of 
p2,. So let 1 Nj = 3. Then every element of order 7 in G, acts without 
fixpoints on V/N. So take for example s = w2 u3 E1 U, u2. Then VU” . vs6 E N 
for all u E V. In particular / G, : (P,,, uu’. . . us6) / 3 3’ .7. But taking 
v = (w2 w,)~, a last application of the Todd-Coxeter algorithm shows that 
the above index has order 32. 7. This final contradiction completes the 
proof. 
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